
  
Simplified machine 
operation. Seamless 
integration of machine 
and company.

new

CELOS® PC version 

4 new APPs:  
› Job Scheduler  
› Messenger 
› Service Agent  
› Tool Handling

www.dmgmori.com



celos® 

Uniform user inter-
face with intuitive 
touch operation.

As a system that does not depend on control systems or technology, 

CELOS® optimises the interaction between human and machine. 

The main features include the new DMG MORI ERGOline® Control 

terminal with an adjustable 21.5" multi-touch monitor in connection 

with an icon-supported, gesture-controlled user interface. 

CELOS® also connects the machine with external software solutions 

such as CAD / CAM systems through task-specific APPs. Further-

more, CELOS® connects with higher-level company and production 

systems (ERP/PPS), thus allowing for the unique and seamless 

integration of the machine into the company organisation.
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CELOS® with Siemens

CELOS® with MAPPS

for quick and 

easy operation

21.5" 
multi-touch 

monitor 



Central access to all available applications. 

app menu

with CELOS® with MAPPS on MITSUBISHI, for innovative comfort 

of use with a unique range of functions.

multi-touch control panel 

‘All the data for my work 

electronically compiled 

in one job, super.’

‘Accessing external computers is simple – 

with CELOS® I can visit my office straight 

from the machine.’

‘It is now much  

easier to operate  

a machine.’



 – 
Simple.
Continuous. 
Compatible.
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CELOS® features a standard user interface for all new high-tech machines from 

DMG MORI. CELOS® APPs facilitate the consistent management, documentation 

and visualisation of order, process and machine data on a unique 21.5" multi-touch 

monitor. They also simplify, standardise and automate the operation of the machine. 

16 standard APPs help the machine operator prepare, optimise and systematically 

process production jobs.

CELOS® is open and new APPs can be added at any time. CELOS® connects the 

machine to higher-level company structures in a unique way and thereby creates the 

basis for a consistently digitised, paperless production.  

Reach the finished product 30 % faster with CELOS® thanks to the direct coupling 

of ERP / PPS and PDM. DMG MORI is raising the bar with CELOS® and providing the 

answer to Industry 4.0.

4 new APPs 
including two for production and  

two for support (from page 30)

PC version of CELOS®

It is now possible to plan and control your production processes during job 

preparation. With the PC version of CELOS® you can also integrate any 

machines or equipment into one seamless CELOS® environment. (Page 38)

NEW!
service agentjob scheduler

messengertool handling

NEW!



app menu

Like on a smartphone, the operator  

has direct access to all available  

applications through the APP MENU. 

The APPs are split into five groups:

simple

User-friendly machine operation  

for all new high-tech machines  

from DMG MORI.

compatible

Compatible with PPS and  

ERP systems. Can be networked 

with CAD / CAM products.  

Open to trendsetting  

CELOS® APP extensions.

celos® 
highlights

consistent

Consistent administration,  

documentation and visualisation  

of order, process and machine 

data.

Production Machine viewsUtilities Support Configuration

categorisation of apps – 
a guide to the five groups:



job manager
For the systematic generation,  

preparation and administration of orders

›   Machine-based generation and configuration  

of new orders

›  Structured storage of all production-related  

data and documents

›  Easy visualisation of orders including NC  

program and equipment
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job manager interface



job assistant interface

job assistant
Process orders efficiently

›  Menu-guided set-up of the machine 

and conversational processing of 

production orders

›  Reliable error prevention thanks to 

work instructions with mandatory 

acceptance function



cad / cam view interface

cad / cam view
Visualise workpieces and  
optimise program data

›  Direct remote access to external CAD / CAM 

workstations

›  Central master data as basis for component 

visualisation

›  Immediate change options for machining steps, 

NC programs and CAM strategies directly in the 

control system
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tech calculator interface

tech calculator
Calculate technology data,  
measurements and values

›  Calculation of process-optimised  

data by material and process,  

e.g. for speed, feed or spindle load 

›  Calculation of defined measurements, 

e.g. for clearances or threads, in line 

with applicable standards

›  Scientific calculator



documents interface

documents
Digital library with full text search

›  Clear library structure for easy and  

quick orientation

›  Digitised storage of all machine-related  

manuals, documentation and customer data.

›  Full text search and bookmark function  

for recurring reference areas
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organizer interface

organizer
Calendar and notes

›   Calendar with note function 

›  Customisable alert functions

›  Personalised messages with 

SMARTkey® identification



netservice interface

netservice
Qualified support via internet-based  

remote diagnostics

›  Remote communication to the DMG MORI 

service team through the control system

›  Online error analysis and technical support  

over the Internet

›  Maximum data security with VPN access
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machine check interface

machine check
Controlled maintenance and  

repairs for machines

›   Process-supported alert system for 

maintenance and service work with 

control function

›   Preventive service and maintenance 

planning

MACHINE CHECK is not required if SERVICE 
AGENT is installed.



energy saving interface
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energy saving
Automatic energy management

›  Categorised breakdown for various machine 

statuses (kW, CO2 etc.)

›  Program-controlled shutdown, warm-up and 

standby functions for the machine, pneumatics, 

screen and working area lights

›  Workpiece and time-based process analyses as 

the basis of consumption optimisation



settings interface

settings
Customisation and personalisation

›   SMARTkey®-supported user and 

privilege management

› Customised APP configuration

› General system settings



status monitor interface

status monitor
View machine status in real time

›  Visualisation of machine statuses 

›  Display of order information including  

quantity, batch size and remaining time

›   Maintenance alerts and warning notices,  

energy recovery display 
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control interface

control
Machine control system with  

touch-screen interface

›   Standard control system interface 

and user interface with touch-

screen functions

›   Additional side screen for status 

information such as spindle load, 

chip conveyor, coolant etc.



NEW
job scheduler
Production planning for all machines

›  Record, manage and schedule various jobs  

for production

›  Assign and transfer the jobs to the machine(s)

›  Overview of the overall order status of all  

machines
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job scheduler interface



NEW
messenger

In this way you are always informed  
about the progress in your production!

›  Clear live status of all networked  

machines

›  Detailed view of every machine,  

including machine history

›  Evaluation of machine running  

time, idle state and disruptions

messenger interface



service agent
Improves machine availability with  
an intelligent maintenance system.

› Overview of all maintenance work on the  

 machine

›   Advance warning of upcoming maintenance  

and service work

›   List of all necessary spare parts and equipment

›   In-process support

service agent interface
NEW
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tool handling interface

tool handling
Shorter tooling times through assessments 

of the magazine configuration for  
subsequent orders.

›  Display of all tools required for  

a job, including the automatic  

generation of a loading list

›  Generation of an unloading list 

through the automatic detection  

of all tools not required for  

subsequent jobs

NEW



Consistent production 
planning on the PC 
with CELOS®.
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PC version

Install the CELOS® software on your PC and enjoy immediate 

access to all CELOS® functions. With the new PC version of 

CELOS® you can now directly plan and control your production 

process during job preparation. With the JOB MANAGER APP 

you can generate jobs and assign them to your machines with  

the JOB SCHEDULER APP. With the MESSENGER APP you  

will always have a live overview of all your machines and be  

aware of the progress in your production.

The PC version of CELOS® also lets you integrate any machines  

or equipment into one seamless CELOS® environment. Simply 

install the PC version of CELOS® and import the job data for each 

machine in your production.

Combine planning with production with the PC version of CELOS®. 

This will give you a way to meet the requirements of the future 

project Industry 4.0.

NEW!



job preparation on the pc with a direct link to the machines

nlx 2500|700

dmu 65 monoblock®

Straight from 
the PC to the 

machine



 – 
Simplified machine operation.
Seamless integration of machine 
and company.

Experience CELOS® live!

Book a demonstration at your nearest 

DMG MORI technology centre.

dmg electronics gmbh
DECKEL MAHO-Straße 1, 87459 Pfronten
Tel.: +49 8363 89 - 8458, www.dmgmori.com 
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